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Description

RECORDING MEDIUM STORING PRINT ORDERING FILE, METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CREATING PRINT ORDERING FILE

Technical Field

The invention relates to the printing of a captured image, and more particularly, to a recording medium storing a print ordering file of a captured image including multimedia data, and a method and apparatus for creating the print ordering file.

Background Art

Capture devices such as digital still cameras (DSC), cellular phones or personal digital assistants (PDA) having embedded digital cameras used to capture a digital image have become very popular. With this popularity, demand for printing of the captured images has also increased. Thus, the capture devices are configured to capture the digital image, store the captured image in a recording medium such as a memory card, and transmit the stored image to a printing device.

More specifically, the stored image is transferred from the captured device to the printing device via an interface such as USB or Bluetooth, or is physically transferred to the print device using a recording medium such as a memory card storing the captured image.

When the print device uses the recording medium, the print device loads an image file into a file system of the printing device to print the image file, or the print device marks an image to be printed among captured images stored in the recording medium. The invention described herein relates to a method of marking an image to be printed among images stored in the recording medium and printing the marked image.

The recording medium such as the memory card marks the image file to be printed, and specifies printing rules for the marked image file in order to print an image without a separate device and present the image file on a screen. Marking the image file to be printed and specifying print rules is referred to as print ordering. A file created by print ordering is referred to as a print ordering file. An example of a print ordering file format is the Digital Photo Order Format (DPOF).

FIG. 1 is a diagram of a conventional method of printing an image file. Referring to FIG. 1, a capture device such as a digital camera captures an image and creates a print ordering file in which print information on the captured image is written according to the DPOF. The created print ordering file and an image file are stored in a removable recording medium such as a memory card of the capture device. Then, the removable recording medium is plugged into a print device in order to print the captured image.
Next, the print device reads the print ordering file, construes print information on the image file to be printed, and prints the image according to the construed information. The print device makes a standard print of an image, or an index print of a plurality of images as shown in FIG. 1.

FIGS. 2A and 2B are diagrams of a conventional print ordering format according to the DPOF. FIG. 2A is an example of a print ordering file according to the DPOF, and FIG. 2B illustrates keywords used for the print ordering file. Referring to FIG. 2B, keywords GEN, USR, and PRT indicate information on an entire print system, keywords IMG and CFG indicate information on the characteristics of each image, and a keyword VUQ indicates information defined by a supplier. Referring to FIG. 2A, [JOB] indicates information on an image to be printed in a page unit. Ordering information on an image of a 3rd page is illustrated in FIG. 2A. Ordering information includes an image source file to be printed, and print rules of each image file. A capture device specifies the characteristics of an image to be printed using the keywords and informs the print device of the characteristics.

An image to be printed is selected from among images stored in the removable recording medium such as the memory card, print rules of the selected image are specified, and the print ordering file is created, and the created print ordering file is stored with a specific file name, i.e., /root/misc/print.mrk according to the DPOF as shown in FIG. 2A. When the removable recording medium storing the print ordering file is plugged into the print device, the print device construes the print ordering file stored in a predefined directory, i.e., /root/misc/, and prints the image according to the construed information.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem

However, the DPOF is only usable for an image file, and cannot be used for multimedia data such as hypertext, which includes combined images and text. Further, as shown in FIG. 2B, a limited number of keywords is used to create the print ordering file, which is restricted to print information desired by a user, thereby reducing flexibility of the print ordering file.

Technical Solution

The invention provides a recording medium storing a print ordering file of a captured image, which includes multimedia data.

The invention also provides a method and apparatus for creating a print ordering file of the captured image, which includes multimedia data.

Advantageous Effects
A recording medium storing a print ordering file of a captured image including multimedia data, a method and apparatus for creating the print ordering file are provided.

An image file and a hypertext file including multimedia data as well can be printed in a variety of forms without print control information restriction.

The MPV-based print ordering file can be created using the asset specified according to the MPV format, while the XML-based print ordering file can be created more easily than the MPV-based print ordering file since the XML-based print ordering file does not follow rules specified according to the MPV format.

**Description of Drawings**

FIG. 1 is a diagram of a conventional method of printing an image file;

FIGS. 2A and 2B are diagrams of a conventional print ordering format according to the DPOF;

FIG. 3 is a diagram of a method of printing an image file and a hypertext file according to an embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an apparatus for creating a print ordering file according to an embodiment of the invention;

FIGS. 5A and 5B illustrate examples of the apparatus 1 for creating the print ordering file according to an embodiment of the invention;

FIGS. 6A through 6D are diagrams of the print ordering file created according to an embodiment of the invention;

FIGS. 7A and 7B are diagrams of the print ordering file created according to another embodiment of the invention;

FIGS. 8 through 11 are detailed diagrams of the MPV-based print ordering file 32A shown in FIGS. 6A through 6D;

FIGS. 12A and 12B are photographs of a user interface used to create the print ordering file according to an embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 13 is a photograph of hypertext printed using the print ordering file according to an embodiment of the invention; and

FIG. 14 is a flow chart illustrating the method of creating the print ordering file according to an embodiment of the invention.

**Best Mode**

According to an aspect of the invention, there is provided a recording medium, comprising: stored files; and a markup language print ordering file created based on selection information selecting the file to be printed among the stored files and print control information on the file to be printed.

The stored files may include a captured image file, a hypertext file, or a
combination thereof, and the print ordering file is capable of coordinating the printing of any of the captured image file, the hypertext file, or the combination thereof.

[29] The print ordering file may use an asset ID including a definition of media asset of a music photo video (MPV) format.

[30] The print ordering file may use an element or an attribute according to an XML format.

[31] The print ordering file may include marking information on the file to be printed, and print control information on the marked file.

[32] The recording medium may be a removable recording medium that can be attached to and detached from a capture device or a print device, and includes an interface for the capture device and the print device.

[33] According to another aspect of the invention, there is provided a method of creating a print ordering file, comprising: receiving user selection information selecting a file to be printed among stored files, and print control information on the file selected by the user; creating the print ordering file using a markup language based on the received selection information and print control information; and storing the created print ordering file in a recording medium.

[34] According to still another aspect of the invention, there is provided an apparatus for creating a print ordering file, comprising: a user interface receiving user selection information selecting a file to be printed among stored files, and print control information on the file selected by the user; a print ordering file creator creating the print ordering file using a markup language based on the received selection information and print control information; and a storage controller storing the created print ordering file in a recording medium.

[35] The apparatus is a capture device used to capture an image.

[36] The capture device is a digital camera, or a mobile device in which a digital camera is embedded.

[37] According to yet another aspect of the invention, there is provided a print device, comprising: a read unit reading a print ordering file from a recording medium, wherein the recording medium stores files to be printed, a markup print ordering file including marked information on the file to be printed, and print control information on the marked file; a print ordering file construing unit construing the read print ordering file; and a print controller printing the file to be printed according to the construed print ordering file.

**Mode for Invention**

[38] Hereinafter, the invention will be described more fully with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which exemplary embodiments of the invention are shown. The described exemplary embodiments are intended to assist the understanding of the
invention, and are not intended to limit the scope of the invention in any way.

[39] FIG. 3 is a diagram of a method of printing an image file and a hypertext file according to an exemplary embodiment of the invention. Referring to FIG. 3, a capture device creates a print ordering file for the image file and the hypertext file according to the inventive print ordering format, and writes the created print ordering file in a removable recording medium. A print device constructs the written print ordering file, and prints a marked image file or hypertext file based on predefined print rules. The format of the print ordering file will be described in detail below.

[40] In contrast to the related art DPOF, the print ordering file herein is used to print the image file and multimedia data such as hypertext as well. More specifically, the print ordering file makes it possible to print an image with a background, an image like an avatar, and an image combined with multimedia information such as a multimedia message service (MMS) for example, a short message service (SMS) or a photo mail or a personal information message service (PIMS).

[41] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an apparatus for creating the print ordering file according to an exemplary embodiment of the invention. Referring to FIG. 4, the apparatus 1 for creating the print ordering file 32 comprises a print ordering file creator 10 and a write controller 20.

[42] The print ordering file creator 10 receives selection information on an image file or a hypertext file to be printed and print control information of each file from a user, and creates the print ordering file 32 based on an image file 34 or a hypertext file 36 among stored image files or hypertext files. The print ordering format will be described in detail later.

[43] The write controller 20 controls the print ordering file 32 to be recorded in a removable recording medium 30 such as a memory card embedded in the apparatus 1 for creating the print ordering file. The print ordering file 32 is based on the image file 34 or the hypertext file 36. When the removable recording medium 30 is plugged into a print device (not shown), the print device prints the image file 34 or the hypertext file 36 based on the written print ordering file 32.

[44] FIG. 5A is a block diagram of the apparatus 1 for creating the print ordering file based on a music photo video (MPV) of the optical storage technology association (OSTA), according to another exemplary embodiment of the invention. A print ordering file creator 10A creates a MPV-based print ordering file 32A in order to designate an image file or a hypertext file to be printed using an ID of an asset according to a MPV format.

[45] Capture devices include consumer electronics (CE) devices such as digital cameras, digital camcorders, and mobile devices having an embedded digital camera. A capture device is used to capture various media such as digital still images, images,
and text. Such various media are referred to as assets according to the MPV format. Assets can be divided into simple media assets and complex media assets. Simple media assets include digital still images, videos, digital audio, documents, etc., and complex media assets include digital still images + digital audio, continuously photographed digital still images, panorama photographed digital still images, etc.

The image file 34 or the hypertext file 36 is defined as an asset according to the MPV format. The print ordering file 32A designates the image file 34 or the hypertext file 36 to be printed using each asset ID.

FIG. 5B is a block diagram of the apparatus 1 for creating an XML-based print ordering file according to another exemplary embodiment of the invention. The print ordering file creator 10B creates the XML-based print ordering file 32B in order to designate an image file or a hypertext file to be printed using an element or an attribute of the XML format.

The format of the print ordering file usable in the exemplary embodiments of the invention will now be described in detail.

FIGS. 6A through 6D are diagrams of the print ordering file created according to an embodiment of the invention. An example of the MPV-based print ordering file 32A created by the print ordering file creator 10A shown in FIG. 5A is illustrated in FIGS. 6A through 6D. Referring to FIG. 6A, <file:Manifest> defines information on the MPV format, and <mpv:pr:JobList> defines print control information on the image file or hypertext file to be printed, and 102 and 104 define print control information of two files. In particular, mpv:idRef='1D000100' in 102 or mpv:idRef='1D000200' in 104 designate files to be printed, but do not directly designate an image file or hypertext file. Rather, these elements designate the ID of asset which is defined as the image file or hypertext file to be printed according to the MPV format. That is, the asset ID is used to designate an image file or hypertext file included in an asset. Assets defined using the asset ID are illustrated in 106, 108, and 110 of FIGS. 6B through 6D, respectively. The MPV-based print ordering file will be described in detail later.

FIGS. 7A and 7B are diagrams of the print ordering file created according to another embodiment of the invention. FIGS. 7A and 7B illustrate examples of the XML-based print ordering file 32B created by the print ordering file creator 10B. A single print ordering file is separately illustrated in FIGS. 7A and 7B for the sake of convenience. Four print ordering jobs 202, 204, 206, and 208 are defined in FIGS. 7A and 7B. A job indicates print ordering information to be printed in the unit of page. Reference numeral 202 defines print control information on a hypertext file, album.html. Reference numeral 204 defines print control information in which a hypertext file 1.jpg is rotated by 90° and printed-. Reference numeral 206 defines print control information in which the hypertext file 1.jpg is rotated by 0°, 120°, and 180°.
and printed in an index manner. Reference numeral 208 defines print control information in which four hypertext files in the name of album1.html, album2.html, album3.html, and album4.html are printed in the index manner. Lastly, <vendor-specific> defines information provided by a supplier.

In some applications, it is easier to define the print ordering information using the XML-based print ordering file (shown in FIGS. 7A and 7B) than the MPV-based print ordering file (shown in FIGS. 6A through 6D) since the XML-based print ordering file does not follow print rules specified by the MPV format. However, the MPV-based print ordering file (shown in FIGS. 6A through 6D) easily defines print ordering information using assets specified by the MPV format. Thus, the MPV-based print ordering file or the XML-based print ordering file can be selectively used to define the print ordering information according to an applicable environment.

The MPV-based print ordering file will now be described in detail.

FIGS. 8 through 11 are detailed diagrams of the MPV-based print ordering file 32A shown in FIGS. 6A through 6D. FIG. 8 is a diagram of the entire structure of the MPV-based print ordering file 32A. The MPV-based print ordering file 32A comprises a Meta data storing portion 300, a JOB structuring portion 400, and an asset information defining portion 500.

The Meta data storing portion 300 that designates information on the MPV format is illustrated in FIG. 9. Referring to FIG. 9, a basic profile that defines a basic MPV format of the OSTA and a printing profile that defines a printing operation are defined. That is, basic information and print information according to the MPV format are defined.

The JOB structuring portion 400 in which JOB is a print unit is illustrated in FIG. 10. Referring to FIG. 10, mpvprt:JobList is defined. JobList designates print control information on the number of files to be copied <mpvprt:NumberOfCopy>, whether a file forms a border <Borderless>, whether the file is in black and white or color <Color>, whether the file is rotated <Rotation>, whether the file is cropped <Cropping>, etc. 406 defines <mpv:StillRef mpv:idRef="ID000200">, so that an image file or hypertext file corresponding to the job defined in the asset information defining portion 500 is print-ordered. The job defined in 406 includes print information in which one copy of an image file or a hypertext file from an asset having an asset ID of ID000200 is printed in black and white after being rotated by 90°, being cropped, and having a border formed around the same. The actual image file or hypertext file can be found in the asset defining portion 500 using the asset ID of ID000200.

The asset information defining portion 500 that defines the actual image or hypertext file is illustrated in FIG. 11. AssetList is not a new list but a list recommended by the MPV format. Each asset has its own ID, which is used to find the
actual image or hypertext file. The asset ID is based on `<mpv:StillRef
mpv:idRef='ID000200'/>` in the JOB structuring portion 400 in which JOB is a print unit. Referring to FIG. 11, AssetList includes Meta data regarding the basic attributes of an asset. That is, Meta data includes a last URL `<mpv:LastURL>`, a format `<format >`, a title `<title>`, a creator `<creator>`, property of the actual file `<mpv:FileProperties>`, and the like.

[57] FIGS. 12A and 12B illustrate a user interface used to create the print ordering file according to an embodiment of the invention. The user interface shown in FIGS. 12A and 12B is used to select an image file or a hypertext file, and various print control information such as print format, print layout, paper size, paper type, and text information to be printed.

[58] FIG. 13 is an illustration of hypertext printed using the print ordering file according to an embodiment of the invention. The print ordering file is used to print an image file and a hypertext file in a variety of forms according to print control information. Referring to FIG. 13, a congratulation card combined with a captured image and a birthday congratulation message is printed.

[59] Printing of an image file or hypertext file using a print device has been described. However, the print ordering file can also be used to present the image file or hypertext file on a screen.

[60] FIG. 14 is a flow chart illustrating a method of creating the print ordering file according to an embodiment of the invention. Referring to FIG. 14, the print ordering file creator 10 receives selection information on an image file or a hypertext file to be printed and print control selection information on the selected file from a user via a user interface (Operation 702). The print ordering file creator 10 creates the MPV-based print ordering file 32A or the XML-based print ordering file 32B based on the received selection information (Operation 704). The write controller 20 writes the print ordering file 32 in the removable recording medium 30 such as the memory card (Operation 706).

[61] When the removable recording medium 30 is installed in a print device, the print device construes the written print ordering file 32, and prints the image file 34 or the hypertext file 36 based on the print control information.

[62] The invention relates to a method of marking the image file or the hypertext file to be printed, creating the MPV-based print ordering file or the XML-based print ordering file based on print control information on the image file or the hypertext file, and storing the created print ordering file in the removable recording medium such as the memory card. The image file or the hypertext file to be printed and print control information on the image file or the hypertext file are selected via the user interface provided by the capture device, and the MPV-based print ordering file 32A shown in
FIGS. 6A through 6D or the XML-based print ordering file 32B shown in FIGS. 7A and 7B based on the selection information is created. The created print ordering file is stored in a predetermined location predefined in the removable recording medium. When the removable recording medium is installed in a print device or a display device such as TV or DVD player, the written print ordering file is construed from the predetermined location. The print device prints the image file or the hypertext file based on the construed print control information. The display device displays the image file or the hypertext file on the screen, or prepares the image file or the hypertext file as a DVD. Although it is not shown, the print device comprises a reading unit for reading the print ordering file stored in the removable recording medium, a constructing unit for constructing the read MPV-based print ordering file or the XML-based print ordering file, and a print controller for printing the marked image file or hypertext file according to print control information based on the construed information.

[63] It is possible for the invention to be realized on a computer-readable recording medium as a computer-readable code. Computer-readable recording mediums include every kind of recording device that stores computer system-readable data. ROMs, RAMs, CD-ROMs, magnetic tapes, floppy discs, optical data storage, etc. are used as a computer-readable recording medium. Computer-readable recording mediums can also be realized in the form of a carrier wave (e.g., transmission through Internet). A functional program, code and code segments, used to implement the invention can be derived by a skilled computer programmer from the description of the invention contained herein.

[64] While the invention has been particularly shown and described with reference to exemplary embodiments thereof, the invention is not limited to these embodiments. It will be understood by those of ordinary skill in the art that various changes in form and details may be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the following claims.

**Industrial Applicability**

**Sequence List Text**
Claims

1. A recording medium, comprising:
stored files; and
a markup language print ordering file created based on selection information
selecting the file to be printed among the stored files and print control in-
formation on the file to be printed.

2. The recording medium of claim 1, wherein: the stored files comprise a
captured image file, a hypertext file, or a combination thereof; and the print
ordering file is capable of coordinating the printing of any of the captured image
file, the hypertext file, or the combination thereof.

3. The recording medium of claim 1, wherein the print ordering file uses an asset
ID including a definition of media asset of a music photo video (MPV) format.

4. The recording medium of claim 1, wherein the print ordering file uses an
element or an attribute according to an XML format

5. The recording medium of claim 1, wherein the print ordering file includes
marking information on the file to be printed, and print control information on
the marked file.

6. The recording medium of claim 1, wherein the recording medium is a
removable recording medium that can be attached to and detached from a capture
device or a print device, and includes an interface for the capture device and the
print device.

7. A method of creating a print ordering file, comprising:
receiving user selection information selecting a file to be printed among stored
files, and print control information on the file selected by the user;
creating the print ordering file using a markup language based on the received
selection information and print control information; and
storing the created print ordering file in a recording medium.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein: the stored files comprise a captured image
file, a hypertext file, or a combination thereof; and the print ordering file is
capable of coordinating the printing of any of the captured image file, the
hypertext file, or the combination thereof.

9. The method of claim 7, wherein the print ordering file uses an asset ID
including a definition of a media asset according to an MPV format.

10. The method of claim 7, wherein the print ordering file uses an element or an
attribute of an XML format

11. The method of claim 7, wherein the print ordering file includes marking in-
formation on the file to be printed, and print control information on the marked
12. The method of claim 7, wherein the recording medium is a removable recording medium that can be attached to and detached from a capture device or a print device, and includes an interface for the capture device and the print device.

13. An apparatus for creating a print ordering file, comprising:
a user interface receiving user selection information selecting a file to be printed among stored files, and print control information on the file selected by the user;
a print ordering file creator creating the print ordering file using a markup language based on the received selection information and print control information; and
a storage controller storing the created print ordering file in a recording medium.

14. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein: the stored files comprise a captured image file, a hypertext file, or a combination thereof; and the print ordering file is capable of coordinating the printing of any of the captured image file, the hypertext file, or the combination thereof.

15. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the print ordering file uses an asset ID including a definition of a media asset according to an MPV format.

16. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the print ordering file uses an element or an attribute of an XML format.

17. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the print ordering file includes marking information on the file to be printed, and print control information on the marked file.

18. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the recording medium is a removable recording medium that can be attached to and detached from a capture device or a print device, and includes an interface for the capture device and the print device.

19. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the apparatus is a capture device used to capture an image.

20. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein the capture device is a digital camera, or a mobile device in which a digital camera is embedded.

21. A print device, comprising:
a read unit reading a print ordering file from a recording medium, wherein the recording medium stores files to be printed, a markup language print ordering file including marked information on the file to be printed, and print control information on the marked file;
a print ordering file construing unit construing the read print ordering file; and
a print controller printing the file to be printed according to the construed print
ordering file.

[22] 22. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein: the stored files comprise a captured image file, a hypertext file, or a combination thereof; and the print ordering file is capable of coordinating the printing of any of the captured image file, the hypertext file, or the combination thereof.

[23] 23. The print device of claim 21, wherein the print ordering file uses an asset ID including a definition of media asset according to an MPV format.

[24] 24. The print device of claim 21, wherein the print ordering file uses an element or an attribute according to an XML format.
FIG. 2A

[HDR]
GEN_REV = 01.00
GEN_CRT = "Super Shot" -01.00
GEN_DTM = 1997:09:19:14:30:00

[JOB]
PRT_PID = 001
PRT_TYP = STD
PRT_QTY = 002
IMG_FMT = CIFF1
<IMG_SRC = "../DC97/CTG_0000/AUT_0001.JPG">

[JOB]
PRT_PID = 002
PRT_TYP = STD
PRT_QTY = 001
IMG_FMT = CIFF1
<IMG_SRC = "../DC97/CTG_0000/AUT_0002.JPG">
CFG_DSC = "1998.1.1" -ATR DTM
CFG_DSC = "AUT_0002.JPG" -ATR FID
CFG_DSC = "#002" -ATR FID
VUQ_RGN = BGN
VUQ_VNM = "ABC Company" -ATR "PrinterCommand Ver1.1"
CFG_EFFECT = ON -Sharpness 2 -Hue 4 -Saturation 5
VUQ_RGN = END
VUQ RGN = BGN
VUQ VNM = "ABC Company" -ATR "Command Set Ver2"

[JOB]
PRT_PID = 003
PRT_TYP = Special
PRT_QTY = 1
PRT_PSL = T-Shirt -Size L -Color Blue
IMG_FMT = EXIF2 -J
IMG_SRC = "../IM01EXIF/EXIF00001.JPG"
VUQ_RGN = END
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASSIFICATION</th>
<th>KEYWORD NAMES</th>
<th>CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALL PRINT TYPES</td>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>(GENERAL INFORMATION)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>USR</td>
<td>(USER INFORMATION)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRT</td>
<td>(PRINT MANAGEMENT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STANDARD &amp; INDEX PRINT</td>
<td>IMG</td>
<td>(IMAGE FILE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPES</td>
<td>CFG</td>
<td>(PRINT CONFIGURATION)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEFINED BY SUPPLIER</td>
<td>VUQ</td>
<td>(VENDER UNIQUE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FIG. 4

USER SELECTION INFORMATION
PRINT CONTROL INFORMATION
IMAGE FILE
HYPERTEXT
<mpv:AssetList>
  <mpv:Print mpv:id="ID000100">
    <mpv:LastURL>/job/job1.xhtml</mpv:LastURL>
    <nmf:Metadata>
      <dc:Properties>
        <format>text/xhtml</format>
        <creator>Duil Kim</creator>
        <description>First job to print</description>
        <title>MPV PP profile(Basic) : XHTML</title>
      </dc:Properties>
      <Properties xmlns="http://purl.org/dc/terms/"
        <created>2002-03-25T21:07:00Z</created>
      </Properties>
      <mpvprt:FileProperties>
        <size>1024</size>
        <totalSize>...</totalSize>
        <filehandle>PTP/3</filehandle>
        <objectNumber>4</objectNumber>
      </mpvprt:FileProperties>
    </nmf:Metadata>
  </mpv:Print>
</mpv:AssetList>
FIG. 6D

<!-- Rendition of Still Image (ID000200) to print, such as rotated image -->
<mpv:Still mpv:id="ID000200p">
<mpv:LastURL>./DCIM/100SAMSU/PRINT/P1010001.JPG</mpv:LastURL>
<mpv:Metadata>
  <BASIC_IMAGE_PARAM xmlns="http://www.jpeg.org/jpx">
  <BASIC_IMAGE_INFO>
  <IMAGE_SIZE>
    <WIDTH>1200</WIDTH>
    <HEIGHT>1600</HEIGHT>
  </IMAGE_SIZE>
  </BASIC_IMAGE_INFO>
  </BASIC_IMAGE_PARAM>
</mpv:Metadata>
<nmf:Metadata>
  <dc:Properties>
    <format>image/jpeg</format>
    <creator>DuIl Kim</creator>
    <description>Second job to print</description>
    <title>MPV PP profile(Basic) : Image</title>
  </dc:Properties>
  <Properties xmlns="http://purl.org/dc/terms/">
    <created>2002-03-25T21:07:00Z</created>
  </Properties>
</nmf:Metadata>
</mpv:Still>
</mpv:AssetList>
</file:Manifest>
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<?xml version="1.0"?>
<SEC_FRAME_ORDER version="0.1B">
  <FRAME_HEADER>
    <author>ryu seok</author>
    <date>Wed Jul 28 09:25:29 KST 2004</date>
    <address>Suwon YoungTong 990-3 102</address>
    <Email>s.ryu@samsung.com</Email>
    <tel>82-31-200-9282</tel>
  </FRAME_HEADER>

  <MARK_LIST>
    <MARK_BASE_PATH>/ROOT/MC/PRINT/</MARK_BASE_PATH>

    <JOB type="HYPER" style="std" jobid="00001">
      <!-- type = [HYPER_TEXT | IMAGE ONLY], layout= [std|idx|both] -->
      <PrintNum>1</PrintNum> <!-- int value -->
      <FILE_INFO>../album.html</FILE_INFO>
      <PaperSizeInfo>003</PaperSizeInfo>
    </JOB>

    <JOB type="IMAGE" style="std" jobid="00002">
      <!-- type = [HYPER_TEXT | IMAGE ONLY], layout= [std|idx|both] -->
      <PrintNum>1</PrintNum> <!-- int value -->
      <FILE_INFO type="003" rot="90" crop="10.10.100.100" ../1.jpg</FILE_INFO>
      <PaperSizeInfo>003</PaperSizeInfo>
    </JOB>

    <JOB type="IMAGE" style="idx" jobid="00003">
      <Index_UP>4</Index_UP> <!-- 4, 8, 16 ... until printer can support -->
      <PrintNum>1</PrintNum>
      <FILE_NUM>4</FILE_NUM>
      <PaperSizeInfo>003</PaperSizeInfo>
      <!-- rot "rotation degree " -->
      <!-- type "JPG, GIF, ... blah blah... -->
      <!-- crop "(X.Y.Width.Height)" -->
      <FILE_INFO type="003" rot="0" crop="10.10.100.100" ../1.jpg</FILE_INFO>
    </JOB>
  </MARK_LIST>
</SEC_FRAME_ORDER>
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<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN">
<html>
<head>
<title>Fig. 7B</title>
</head>
<body>

<h4>FIG. 7B</h4>

<job type="HYPER" style="idx" jobid="00004">
  <index_up>4</index_up><!-- 4, 8, 16 ... until printer can support -->
  <print_num>2</print_num>
  <paper_size_info>003</paper_size_info>
  <file_num>4</file_num>
  <file_info>../album1.html</file_info>
  <file_info>../album2.html</file_info>
  <file_info>../album3.html</file_info>
  <file_info>../album4.html</file_info>
</job>

</mark_list>

<vendor_specific>
  <!-- Define Vendor Specific XML TAG & Use iT -->
  <!-- Can they have MPV Meta Data ? -->
  <more_info_job jobid="001">
    <title>Wooo gagaga</title>
    <comment>what do you think about this?</comment>
  </more_info_job>
  <!--
  ...
  ...
  ...
  ...
  -->
</vendor_specific>

</sec_frame_order>
</body></html>
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```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<file:Manifest xmlns:file="http://ns.osta.org/manifest/1.0/"
    <nmf:Metadata>
        <ManifestProperties xmlns="http://ns.osta.org/manifest/1.0/">
            <ProfileBag>
                <Profile>http://ns.osta.org/mpv/basic/1.0/</Profile>
                <Profile>http://ns.osta.org.temp/mpv/printing/1.0</Profile>
            </ProfileBag>
        </ManifestProperties>
    </nmf:Metadata>
</file:Manifest>
```
<mpvprt:JobList>
  <mpvprt:CommonProperty>
    <mpvprt:Effect>
      <Borderless>ON</Borderless>
      <Colour>TRUE</Colour>
    </mpvprt:Effect>
  </mpvprt:CommonProperty>
  <mpvprt:Job>
    <mpv:PrintRef mpv:idRef="ID000100" />  
    <mpvprt:NumberOfCopy>1</mpvprt:NumberOfCopy>
    <mpvprt:Effect>
      <Borderless>ON</Borderless>
      <Colour>BW</Colour>
    </mpvprt:Effect>
  </mpvprt:Job>
  <mpvprt:Job>
    <mpv:StillRef mpv:idRef="ID000200" />  
    <mpvprt:NumberOfCopy>1</mpvprt:NumberOfCopy>
    <mpvprt:Effect>
      <Rotation>90</Rotation>
      <Cropping>50;50;1024;768</Cropping>
      <Borderless>ON</Borderless>
      <Colour>BW</Colour>
    </mpvprt:Effect>
  </mpvprt:Job>
</mpvprt:JobList>
<mpv:AssetList>
  <mpv:Print mpv:id="ID000100">
    <mpv:LastURL>/job/job1.xhtml</mpv:LastURL>
    <nmf:Metadata>
      <dc:Properties>
        <format>text/xhtml</format>
        <creator>Duil Kim</creator>
        <description>First job to print</description>
        <title>MPV PP profile(Basic) : XHTML</title>
      </dc:Properties>
      <Properties xmlns="http://purl.org/dc/terms/">
        <created>2002-03-25T21:07:00Z</created>
      </Properties>
      <mpvprt:FileProperties>
        <size>1024</size>
        <totalSize>...</totalSize>
        <filehandle>PTP/3</filehandle>
        <objectNumber>4</objectNumber>
      </mpvprt:FileProperties>
    </nmf:Metadata>
  </mpv:Print>
  
  .
  
  .
  
</mpv:AssetList>
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Now Printing...

To: ChangSuk
Come Join the Fun!
Our little princess is turning 3!

July 4 2004
3:00 p.m.

FROM: Sunghee
START

RECEIVE FROM USER SELECTION INFORMATION ON IMAGE FILE OR FILE TO BE PRINTED AND PRINT CONTROL SELECTION INFORMATION

CREATE PRINT ORDERING FILE BASED ON RECEIVED SELECTION INFORMATION

WRITE CREATED PRINT ORDERING FILE IN REMOVABLE RECORDING MEDIUM

END